Logistic issues

• Don’t forget your passport. It is needed to get in this building.
• Lunch is served on the … floor, first day we will be shown the way, so try not to disappear after the first half.
• We need to know by noon who is attending tomorrow, and especially who is going to catered lunch, and food preferences out of available menu: a complex of salad, soup, main course and soft drink, so please find me during the coffee break to confirm.
• There is an option to go to the canteen and choose out of what they have, this option is more flexible, but you will compete with entire local staff standing in the line.
• In case of any technical questions, please address Pasha Orelov or Artyom Khomutov.
• Restrooms unfortunately are on the 4th floor. Go out of the left door (facing the screen), walk 5 m towards the nearest elevator and drive 1 floor up to the 4th floor. Another 2 m and you see a toilet.
• Internet access is not available right now. If you need urgent access, please access.
• More at the end of the meeting day.
Chief specialist of Earth Sciences Department Dr. of Geography Nina Zaitseva helped us a lot with organizing and as a local person knows everything concerning facilities of this building. Those who do not have passports at hand will have to ask her for assistance in getting in the building. You may address her by cellular phone: +7 916 629 4107

My cellular phone in case of any questions is: +7 916 6078393.
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Scientific Journal Kriosfera Zemli (Earth Cryosphere)

• So far published in Russian with English abstracts.
• Now English version of the Journal thanks to efforts of Peter Williams and secretariat of the journal: Editor-in-chief Vladimir Melnikov, Secretary General Sergei Fotiev, and Technical secretary Nataliya Arutyunyan.
• Journal is seeking editors of the English version and reviewers.